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Patient-centered care has now made it to center stage in discussions of quality. Enshrined by the Institute of Medicine’s “quality chasm” report as 1 of 6 key elements of high-quality care,1 health care institutions, health planners, congressional representatives, and hospital public relations departments now include the phrase in their lexicons. Insurance payments are increasingly linked to the provision of patient-centered care. Lost in many of the discussions of patient-centered care, however, is the essential and revolutionary meaning of what it means to be patient centered. The originators of client-centered and patient-centered health care were well aware of the moral implications of their work, which was based on deep respect for patients as unique living beings, and the obligation to care for them on their terms. Thus, patients are known as persons in context of their own social worlds, listened to, informed, respected, and involved in their care—and their wishes are honored (but not mindlessly enacted) during their health care journey.2 6 There have been concerns that patient-centered care, with its focus on individual needs, might be at odds with an evidence-based approach, which tends to focus on populations. Fortunately, that debate has been laid to rest; proponents of evidence-based medicine now accept that a good outcome must be defined in terms of what is meaningful and valuable to the individual patient.7 Patient-centered care, as does evidence-based medicine, considers both the art of generalizations and the science of particulars.8

Patient-centered care is a quality of personal, professional, and organizational relationships. Thus, efforts to promote patient-centered care should consider patient-centeredness of patients (and their families), clinicians, and health
Helping patients to be more active in consultations changes centuries of physician-dominated dialogues to those that engage patients as active participants. Training physicians to be more mindful, informative, and empathic transforms their role from one characterized by authority to one that has the goals of partnership, solidarity, empathy, and collaboration. Systems changes that unburden primary care physicians from the drudgery of productivity-driven assembly-line medicine can diminish the cognitive overload and exhaustion that makes medical care anything but caring or patient-centered.

Confusion about what patient-centered care really means, however, can produce efforts that are superficial and unconvincing. In the name of patient-centeredness, hospitals have been adopting models used by boutique hotels with greeters, greenery, and gadgetry. Although such amenities might enhance the patient’s experience, they do not necessarily achieve the goals of patient-centered care. Calls for patient-centered care have often emphasized the implementation of infrastructural changes. These changes, such as electronic health records and advanced access scheduling, may be necessary to move medical care into the 21st century, but they should not be conflated with achieving patient-centered care. Simply implementing an electronic health record in itself is not patient-centered unless it strengthens the patient-clinician relationship, promotes communication about things that matter, helps patients know more about their health, and facilitates their involvement in their own care. Similarly, advanced access scheduling could as likely lead to greater access to an overworked, uncaring functionary as it could to a familiar and caring presence in time of need.

With social changes in medicine, the operational definition of patient-centered care is changing, and measures should reflect those changes. Early measures of patient involvement in care, for example, asked patients whether they had opportunities to ask questions. A patient who is accustomed to a passive role in care might be satisfied by the physician’s rushed, “Any questions?” at the end of a visit and habitually answer no; this patient may never have experienced a more active invitation for involvement. A patient-centered approach should do more. The physician should invite the patient to participate: “I want to make sure that I’ve helped you understand everything you need to understand about your illness. Patients usually have questions because it can be complicated. Could you tell me what you understand, and then I can help clarify...?” Similarly, information should be tailored to patients’ needs to permit meaningful deliberation and shared mind.

Because investments in improving patient-centered care are being undertaken on a large scale, developing adequate measures has taken on some urgency. How can we know whether interventions intended to improve patient-centered care have achieved their goals? How can we meaningfully reward practitioners and health systems that achieve patient-centered care? In their article in this issue of the Annals, Hudon et al provide an important service to clinicians and researchers of patient-centered care. The appendices provide a valuable resource of various related measures, ones that can be used for research and assessment purposes. Perhaps more importantly, the article identifies several shortcomings of current approaches to measuring patient-centered care, many of which result from confusion between its associated philosophy, behaviors, and outcomes.
First, philosophically, patient-centered care is an approach to care and perceived as the right thing to do. Taking this view, behaviors associated with patient-centered care, such as respecting patients’ preferences, should be justified on moral grounds alone, independent of their relationship to health outcomes.

Second, many of the measures confound behaviors with outcomes, leading to confusing results. Consider a situation in which a patient is satisfied with her physician’s listening skills, yet her chronic disease control worsens. Has patient-centered care been accomplished? Researchers are only beginning to model pathways through which patient-centered care behaviors contribute to better outcomes. The proximal outcomes—the patient feeling known, respected, involved, engaged, and knowledgeable—are desirable in and of themselves and may mitigate a patient’s distress associated with illness and uncertainty. The effect of communication on health outcomes, however, most often will be indirect. Thus, it is important to understand which proximal outcomes of patient-centered care—feeling understood, trust, or motivation for change—might contribute most strongly to improved adherence and self-care.

Third, it is commonly assumed that the patient is the best judge of whether an interaction is patient centered. This assumption is understandable, yet sometimes what patients think they want (eg, a drug) is not what they need (eg, information). A doctor who acquiesces to a patient’s request for unnecessary antibiotics may have a happy patient, yet inappropriate prescribing could hardly be called patient-centered care. Several other concerns about patient’s reports should be considered. Many measures, such as those highlighted by Hudon et al, confound asking patients to report on things that actually happened (eg, “We discussed and agreed….”) with their own subjective assessments of those behaviors (eg, “My doctor understood me today.”). Survey measures should take into account that patients often overrate the degree to which they have been informed about and understand their illnesses. The disconnect between high patient satisfaction with care and poor understanding and participation in care is greatest for those with low literacy, poor English fluency, cognitive impairment, and social disadvantage. Thus, patients might need to be trained to assess physicians’ patient-centeredness; but, that training itself will likely induce patient-centered behaviors.

Finally, patients’ and physicians’ perceptions of a clinical encounter differ, and each differs somewhat from the assessments of communication experts using sophisticated coding of audio-recorded clinical encounters. For example, patients may state that they participated in decision making, yet observations of the interaction find little evidence of patient involvement. One approach to this conundrum is to use standardized patients inserted covertly into physicians’ practices (with their permission) to provide nuanced assessments of physicians’ patient-centered behaviors and to control for variability in patient presentation.

Patient-centered care is prominently positioned on the political agenda, but our measures are not yet up to the challenge of ensuring that it is happening. Fortunately, several groups with sufficient expertise and infrastructure are developing new measures, building on the laudable efforts of their predecessors. New measures should undergo cognitive testing and piloting in a variety of settings, recognizing that no single measure will adequately capture relevant aspects of patient-centered care across clinical contexts and populations. For comparing overall quality of interpersonal
care across health care settings, a brief general measure, such as the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey (CAHPS), should be mentioned. CAHPS is widely adopted in the United States; 3 of the items correspond to domains of patient-centered care. Although some settings use CAHPS and similar tools to identify individual practitioners in need of remediation, these tools were not designed for that purpose. To provide actionable feedback to individual clinicians or health systems about what needs to be changed to achieve patient-centered care, more detailed surveys, standardized patient assessments, or direct observation will be necessary. Most importantly, relevant stakeholders—patients, their families, clinicians, and health systems—should be involved in developing a family of measures to capture important aspects of patient-centered care; doing so will also provide an opportunity to align stakeholders’ perspectives on what counts as patient-centered care and how it should be accomplished.
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